
March 5, 2020 

 

To:  Ms. Hyde, Mayor Borrowman and Canmore Town Council 

 

Re: Opposition to Three Sisters Village ASP Submission 2021. 

 

I am opposed to the Three sisters Village Area Structure Plan as currently proposed because the 

documented risks associated with undermining have been largely ignored.  As a result, market housing is 

favorably located in the lowest risk areas where there is no undermining.   Commercial development is 

predominantly located in areas where there has been significant undermining and development will not 

be practically viable on some or most of the lands.  And lastly, preserving the wildlife corridor is of 

critical importance to many of us in Canmore.  The plan should preserve the option to incorporate lands 

that may be unsuitable for development into the wildlife corridor.  The Town of Canmore should only 

approve an ASP that appropriately balances the undermining risks across the various land use regions. 

The 2020 GUIDELINES TO EVALUATE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT OVER DESIGNATED UNDERMINED 

LANDS IN THE TOWN OF CAN MORE, ALBERTA1 which describes the work that must be done to satisfy 

the Province’s CANMORE UNDERMINING REVIEW REGULATION2 states in the Flow Chart on Page 24 that 

the Town should “Develop ASP policy (using Area Mining Impact Overview Report to inform policy).”  

The proponents of the project have provided a report consistent with the regulations that can be used 

to guide policy.  However, it should be noted that this is only an initial report which is only a “desktop 

Review: limited field review”.  The real engineering work that must be completed to determine if it is 

truly viable (i.e. economic and safe rather than just possible) is required to be done at a later date and 

documented in subsequent reports. 

The undermining report, provided by the proponents, states in its penultimate section entitled 6.6 

Future Work: “The impact of undermining will need to be assessed for each non-green zone on the map 

for subsequent states of development.”3  It then lists some of the actual work that will need to be done.  

At this stage the Town should assume that only a fraction of the non-green zones will be viable to 

develop.  The ASP should appropriately reflect this uncertainty. 

Attached are three maps of (1) undermining zones as classified in the Overview Report, (2) the proposed 

Land Use Concept and (3) the proposed Development Phasing.  When comparing these maps, the 

following points can be seen: 

• The “green” undermining zone, where there is high confidence in the viability of development, 

is largely dedicated to residential development in the first phases. 

• The red zone which is classified in the undermining report as having a “low probability of 

development” cuts through the middle of the land designated as a ‘Hotel and Spa District’.  

 
1 2020 Guidelines to evaluate proposed development over designated undermined lands in the town of Canmore, 
Alberta.  April 1, 2020. 
2 Municipal Government Act, Canmore Undermining Review Regulation. 
3 Page 21, Area Mining Impact Overview Report, Resort Village Area Structure Plan, Rev. 2, Three Sisters Mountain 
Village. Wood Environment and Infrastructure Americas. 



• The Village Centre, Innovation District and Indoor Recreation Districts are all located in 

predominantly non-green zones where there is no certainty that development will be viable. 

As proposed the ASP does not balance the undermining risk between residential, commercial and 

recreational districts.  As in the past, one can expect the proponents to develop the residential district 

and never develop the commercial and recreational districts as conceived. 

In my opinion, a reasonable ASP would meet the following criteria: 

• Residential, commercial and recreational land use areas would be distributed across the range 

of undermining zones providing high confidence that all types of land use will be incorporated 

in the final development. 

• The Plan should explicitly identify and accommodate the zones have already been identified as 

having low probability of development in the Undermining Overview Report. 

• The phasing of the planned development should be a balanced progression of residential, 

commercial and recreational land use areas. 

• The development and phasing plan should also allow for the wildlife corridor to be expanded 

onto lands that may prove to be not viable to develop.   This could be achieved by preserving a 

strip of development adjacent to the wildlife corridor for the last phase. 

 

Respectfully, 

 

 
 

Tom Boone 

4 Van Horne 

Canmore, AB T1W 2X7 

tjboone27@gmail.com 
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